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OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a

The following text is the property of wizards of the coast, inc. and is copyright 2000 wizards of the coast, inc ("wizards"). all Rights Reserved.

1. definitions: (a)"contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed open Game content; (b)"derivative Material" means copyrighted material
including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compila-
tion, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "distribute" means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, pu-
blicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"open Game content" means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent
such content does not embody the Product identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as open Game content by the contri-
butor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product identity. (e) "Product
identity" means product and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements,
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representa-
tions; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures,
equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity
by the owner of the Product identity, and which specifically excludes the open Game content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used
by a contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the open Game License by the contributor (g) "use", "used" or "using" means to
use, distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create derivative Material of open Game content. (h) "you" or "your" means the licensee in terms of this
agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any open Game content that contains a notice indicating that the open Game content may only be used under and in terms of this Li-
cense. you must affix such a notice to any open Game content that you use. no terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License it-
self. no other terms or conditions may be applied to any open Game content distributed using this License.

3.offer and acceptance: By using the open Game content you indicate your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and consideration: in consideration for agreeing to use this License, the contributors grant you a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the
exact terms of this License to use, the open Game content.

5.Representation of authority to contribute: if you are contributing original material as open Game content, you represent that your contributions are your original creation
and/or you have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6.notice of License copyright: you must update the coPyRiGhT noTice portion of this License to include the exact text of the coPyRiGhT noTice of any open Game
content you are copying, modifying or distributing, and you must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the coPyRiGhT noTice of any origi-
nal open Game content you distribute.

7. use of Product identity: you agree not to use any Product identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent agree-
ment with the owner of each element of that Product identity. you agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in con-
junction with a work containing open Game content except as expressly licensed in another, independent agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered
Trademark. The use of any Product identity in open Game content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product identity. The owner of any Product identity
used in open Game content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product identity.

8. identification: if you distribute open Game content you must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are open Game content.

9. updating the License: wizards or its designated agents may publish updated versions of this License. you may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify
and distribute any open Game content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10 copy of this License: you MuST include a copy of this License with every copy of the open Game content you distribute.

11. use of contributor credits: you may not market or advertise the open Game content using the name of any contributor unless you have written permission from the con-
tributor to do so.

12 inability to comply: if it is impossible for you to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the open Game content due to statute, judicial
order, or governmental regulation then you may not use any open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the bre-
ach. all sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14 Reformation: if any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15 coPyRiGhT noTice

open Game License v 1.0a copyright 2000, wizards of the coast, inc. 

Modern System Reference document copyright 2002, wizards of the coast, inc.; authors Bill Slavicsek, Jeff Grubb, Rich Redman, charles Ryan, based on material by Jona-
than Tweet, Monte cook, Skip williams, Richard Baker, Peter adkison, Bruce R. cordell, John Tynes, andy collins, and Jd wiker.

System Reference document copyright 2000–2003, wizards of  the coast,  inc.; authors  Jonathan Tweet, Monte cook, Skip williams, Rich baker, andy collins, david noo-
nan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. cordell, based on original material by e. Gary Gygax and dave arneson.

Conan the Roleplaying Game – Second Edition is © 2007 conan Properties international LLc. conan®, conan The BaRBaRian® and related logos, character, names,
and distinctive likenesses thereof are trademarks of conan Properties international LLc unless otherwise noted. all Rights Reserved. Mongoose Publishing Ltd authorized
user.
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ALLEGIANCES, FRIENDS AND FOES

☒ aid another Foe engaging in combat with an ally
□ aim BaB +1
□ Bull’s charge Str 13, Power attack
□ Cat’s parry Base Parry Bonus +3
☒ Charge / Bull rush Foe at least 10 feet far away
□ dance aside dex 13
□ decapitating slash BaB +10
☒ delay Takes no action in the present round
□ desperate stab improved initiative, BaB +15
□ devastating sweep whirlwind attack
☒ disarm in melee combat with a foe
□ disarm and grabbing weapons in melee combat with a foe and disarming
□ distracting arrow Precise Shot
☒ Feint in melee combat against a foe
□ Fling aside Str 15, improved Grapple, improved Trip
□ Force back Power attack
□ Hooking parry Base Parry Bonus +1, dex 13
□ Human shield Str 13, improved Grapple
□ improvised attack Str 13, dex 13

□ Kip up Jump 5 ranks or Tumble 5 ranks, Mobility
□ leaping charge BaB +6, Jump 1 rank
□ leave them for dead cleave
☒ lock weapons attack roll is equal as the opponent’s Parry defence
□ Masterful disarm dex 13
☒ overrun opponent of same or smaller size
□ pantherish twist improved uncanny dodge
□ Ranged disarm Precise Shot, improved disarm
☒ Ready wait until a certain trigger or event occurs
□ Riposte Base Parry Bonus +4
☒ Roll Proned and being attacked in melee
□ Shield slam Base Parry Bonus +2
☒ Sunder using a slashing or bludgeoning weapon
□ Sundering parry improved Sunder, base parry bonus +1
☒ Throw splash weapon Splash weapon at hand
□ To the hilt Power attack
☒ Trip using an unarmed attack or a weapon that allows trip attack
☒ use the battlefield in melee combat against a foe
□                                                                                                                                   
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□ acrobatic - +2 bonus on Jump and Tumble checks
□ agile - +2 bonus on Balance and escape artist checks
□ akbitanan Smith Shemite, craft (weaponsmith) 12 ranks create items of akbitanan quality
□ alertness - +2 bonus to Listen and Spot checks
□ animal affinity - +2 bonus on handle animal and Ride checks
□ armour proficiency (light) - no armour check penalty on attack rolls

□ armour proficiency (medium) - no armour check penalty on attack rolls
□ armour proficiency (heavy) - no armour check penalty on attack rolls

□ athletic - +2 bonus on climb and Swim checks
□ Blind-FightS - Reroll miss chance from concealment
□ BrawlS - inflict more damage with unarmed attacks, 1d6 + Str mod (lethal or non lethal)
□ Carouser con 13, character level 5 Resist drunkenness, get social bonuses while drunk (+2 a Bluff and Gather information after 2 hours)
□ Combat ExpertiseS int 13 Reduce attack rolls to add to defence (max. -5 attack for -5 defence)

□ improved disarmS - +4 bonus on disarm attempts; no attack of opportunity
□ improved FeintS int 13 Feint as a move action
□ improved TripS - +4 bonus on trip attempts; no attack of opportunity; free attack on tripped foe
□ Whirlwind attackS Base attack Bonus +4 attack everyone within reach

□ Combat Reflexes S - Make additional attacks of opportunity, even while flat-footed
□ Web of death Base attack Bonus +5 Make attacks of opportunity on people who attack you (when using total defense action)

□ dabbler int 13, knowledge (arcana) 6 ranks knowledge (arcana) once a month to remember spells
□ deceitful - +2 bonus on disguise and Forgery checks
□ defensive Martial artsS khitan, Vendhyan or himelian or must +4 bonus to fighting defensively and +6 to total defense, +2 to Str and des checks when doing or being 

have the calm of the adept spell         target of trips, overruns and grapples
□ deft Hands - +2 bonus on Sleight of hand and use Rope checks
□ diligent - +2 bonus on appraise and decipher Script checks
□ dodgeS dex 13, Base dodge Bonus +1 +1 bonus to dodge defence

□ archer’s BaneS Base dodge Bonus +6 improve dodge defence against ranged attacks (+1 each range increment, +2 using defense action)
□ Mobility dex 13 +4 bonus to dodge defence against some attacks of opportunity

□ EnduranceS - +4 bonus on checks or saves to resist nonlethal damage
□ diehardS - Fight while dying

□ Exotic Weapon proficiency* Base attack Bonus +1 avoid nonproficiency penalty with one exotic weapon
□ Eyes of the Cat Spot 1 rank Gain low-light vision
□ Fighting-Madness cimmerian, himelian, wazuli, kushite, nordheimr, Fight like a berserker 1/day (+4 Str and con, +2 will and -2 defense for 3 + mod. con. rounds)

Pict, Southern islander, darfari or Tlazitlan, con 13, Base attack Bonus +1
□ Fleet-Footed S - +10 feet base movement using light armor or any, or +5 using medium or heavy armor
□ Flyby attack Fly speed attack in the middle of flying move
□ Great Fortitude - +2 bonus on Fortitude saves
□ improved CriticalS* weapon Proficiency, Base attack Bonus +8 double threat range with one weapon

□ Greater Critical S* Base attack Bonus +16 Triple threat range with one weapon
□ improved unarmed StrikeS - Make unarmed attacks without penalty

□ improved GrappleS dex 13 doesn’t trigger oportunity attack when starting a grapple, +4 bonus on grapple checks
□ Crushing GripS Str 17, Base attack Bonus +8 inflict ability score damage with a grapple (Str, dex or con)

□ improved initiativeS - +4 bonus on initiative checks
□ investigator - +2 bonus on Gather information and Search checks
□ iron will - +2 bonus on will saves

□ demon Killer Must have single-handedly defeated a monster of +2 bonus to Terror saves, immune to Terror from defeated monsters
any kind, not a to Southern islander or Tlazitlan

□ Knowledgeable int 13 +2 bonus on all knowledge checks
□ leadership character level 6 Gain followers

□ Horde cha 13, nomad or barbarian level 12 Gain lots of followers (each month, as many as those gained with leadership feat)
□ light-Footed hide 1 rank, Move Silently 1 rank, +1d6/1d8 sneak attack damage bonus, +1 dodge defense, hide and Silently moving when loading 20 pounds

sneak attack +1d6 of equipment and no armor
□ lightning Reflexes - +2 bonus on Reflex saves
□ Martial Weapon proficiency - avoid nonproficiency penalty with one martial weapon
□ Mounted Combat Ride 1 rank negate hits on your mount with a Ride check

□ Mounted archeryS - half penalties for firing while mounted
□ Ride-By attackS - Move before and after mounted attack

□ Spirited ChargeS - deal extra damage with a mounted charge: x2 any weapon or x3 using a lance
□ TrampleS - +4 bonus to mounted overrun attacks, enemy can’t dodge

□ Multiattack Three or more natural weapons easier to attack with multiple natural weapons, -2 to own seconday attacks using natural weapons
□ navigation int 13, Profession (sailor) 12 ranks never get lost at sea
□ negotiator - +2 bonus on diplomacy and Sense Motive checks
□ nimble Fingers - +2 bonus on disable device and open Lock checks
□ no Honour Must not have a code of honour (or lost it) +3 bonus to will saves, but easy to corrupt
□ parryS Str 13, Base Parry Bonus +1 +1 bonus to Parry defence

□ intricate SwordplayS weapon Focus, cha 13 add charisma bonus to Parry defence when using broad or auxiliar sword and medium armor at most
□ Reflexive parryS dex 15, Base Parry Bonus +8 Parry even while flat-footed

□ performer cha 13 +2 bonus on all Perform checks
□ persuasive - +2 bonus on Bluff and intimidate checks
□ pirate Code Expert int 13, pirate level 2 extensive knowledge of pirate codes, +1 to charisma skills checks when dealing characters with at least 2 pirate levels
□ point Blank ShotS - +1 bonus to attack and damage within 30 feet

□ Far Shot - increase range increments on fired (x1.5) and thrown weapons (x2)
□ precise ShotS - no penalties for firing into melee

□ improved precise ShotS dex 19, Base attack Bonus +11 ignore cover and concealment less than total
□ Ranged FinesseS - Make finesse attacks with a ranged weapon, reqaiming the target to a maximum range of 30 feet at least 1 round

□ Shot on The RunS dex 13, Base attack Bonus +4 Move before and after ranged attack if range is less than speed
□ Rapid ShotS dex 13 one extra ranged attack each round using highest attack bonus, -2 malus to all shots

□ poison use dex 13, Base attack Bonus +6 ignores 5% poisoning chance when using a venom, +1 Fort saving thow against poison
□ power attackS Str 13 you can reduce x to attack rolls to add to x damage, or 2x if using a two-handed weapon or single handed with both hands

□ CleaveS - Free attack when you slay an enemy (once a round)
□ Great CleaveS - cleave an unlimited number of times per round

□ improved Bull RushS - +4 bonus on bull rushes; no attack of opportunity
□ improved overrunS - +4 bonus on overruns; opponent cannot avoid you
□ improved SunderS - +4 bonus on attack rolls against held objects; no attack of opportunity

□ Greater SunderS Base attack Bonus +6 Free attack if you destroy an opponent’s weapon
□ Monster SlayerS Base attack Bonus +3 while Power attacking big creatures, damage increases x2 or x3 using a two-handed weapon or single handed uwith both hands

□ priest Scholar level 4, scholar background: lay priest +1 bonus to Bluff, diplomacy, intimidate and Gather information when dealing other believers from the same faith; re
      receives 10 pp/level each year but should pass 6 months working in its temple

□ Quick drawS Base attack Bonus +1 draw a weapon as a free action (or movement if was hidden)
□ RunS -                                                                    x5 running speed when using light armor o any, x4  wearing medium or heavy; +4 when Jump or dodge while running
□ Self-Sufficient - +2 bonus on heal and Survival checks
□ Shield proficiency - no armour check penalty on attack rolls

□ Gunderland pike-and-Shield FightingS Gunderman, Base attack Bonus +1 use a shield while fighting with a pike and no penalty, but parry bonus is only +3
☒ Simple Weapon proficiency* - avoid nonproficiency penalties when using any simple weapon
□ Skill Focus* - +3 bonus to checks using a single skill
□ Sleep Mastery wis 13, con 13 Just need 6 sleeping hours, can stay up all night 1 day/week, Listen while sleeping and wake up as free action  , 

+2 bonus to sleep related saving throws
□ Sneak Subdual Sneak attack +1d6, Base attack Bonus +1 deal nonlethal damage with sneak attacks with -4, or half lethal damage and half non-lethal using a bludgeoning weapon
□ Spawn of dagoth Hill kothian or zamorian, 1st level only Become inhuman (adquires Spawn of dagoth Hill template)
□ Stealthy - +2 bonus to hide and Move Silently

□ armoured Stealth dex 13, hide 4 ranks, Move Silently 1 rank avoid light armour check penalties to hide and Move silently
□ Steely GazeS cha 13, intimidate 8 ranks demoralise opponents as a free action (once a round)

□ Menacing auraS cha 15, intimidate 16 ranks demoralise any opponent who brings close as a free action (15 feet radius)
□ Striking CobraS dex 15, cha 13, Bluff 6 ranks, if combat has not started, can do a Bluff check againt Sense motive so enemies are surprised the first round

Base attack Bonus +6 (by the Pc only, not her allies)
□ Stunning attackS dex 13, Str 13, Base attack Bonus +8 Stun opponent with attack (unarmed or little shield, lasts for 1 round)
□ Superior armourer aquilonian, kothian, hyrkanian/Turanian create superior quality armour, type depends of race

or zingaran, craft (armourer) 12 ranks
□ ToughnessS - Gain bonus hit points, +1 each character level or hit dice (max +10)
□ Track - Follow tracks with the Survival skill
□ Two-Weapon Combat - no penalties if using a light weapon or -4 if both are one handed

□ improved Two-Weapon CombatS ataque Base +6 Secondary attack with left hand at -5 penalty
□ Two-Weapon defenceS - +2 Parry defense bonus using light weapon or +3 using one handed weapon next round, can’t use highest bonus attack

□ Weapon FocusS* weapon Proficiency, Base attack Bonus +1 +1 bonus to attack rolls with one weapon
□ Weapon SpecialisationS* Soldier level 4 +2 bonus to damage rolls with one weapon (ranged weapon máx. 30 feet)
□ Greater Weapon FocusS* Soldier level 8 Further +1 bonus to attack rolls with one weapon

□ Greater Weapon Specialisation*S* Soldier level 12 Further +2 bonus to damage rolls with one weapon (ranged weapon máx. 30 feet)
□ Zingaran Surprise* zingaran, Base attack Bonus +4, uses character level (instead of class) for purposes of determining if he can bypass target’s uncanny dodge, 

sneak attack +3d6         if the target is distracted then uses level x2

*a character may gain this feat multiple times. its effects do not stack and instead apply to a new weapon or skill. .                                                S a soldier may select this feat as one of his soldier bonus feats.



□ adept* Scholar level 12+, must know 3 spells from one sorcery style halve casting time for one style, max 1 spell/round
□ Hexer Magic attack bonus +1, Sorcery Style: curses +2 bonus to magic attack rolls with the curses style

□ Focused Magical link Magic attack bonus +3, craft (fine art, sculpture, or similar) 1 rank create magical links to your victims
□ Ritual Sacrifice Magic attack bonus +1, base attack bonus +1 -2 to Fort saving throwing for grace hits, advance 1 step on sacrifices table

□ opportunistic Sacrifice Magic attack bonus +3, base attack bonus +3, Base PP 4 Magic or physical killing a target counts as ritual sacrifice
□ Tortured Sacrifice Magic attack bonus +2, base attack bonus +2 advance 2 steps on sacrifices table with 15 minutes, or 3 steps with 1 hour after torturing a target

□ Sorcerer’s Boon* int 13, Scholar level 4, must know 2 or more sorcery styles Gain an advanced spell
□ Summoner Magic attack bonus +1, Sorcery Style: Summoning +2 bonus to magic attack rolls (summoning school only)

□ augment Summoning Magic attack bonus +4 Summoned creatures gain +4 to Strength and constitution
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KNOWN SORCERY STYLES

□ counTeRSPeLLS
□ cuRSeS
□ diVinaTion

□ hyPnoTiSM
□ naTuRe MaGic
□ necRoMancy

□ oRienTaL MaGic
□ PReSTidiGiTaTion
□ SuMMoninG

SORCERER LEVEL POWER POINTS /

TEMPORAL PP +

HERBALS

heRBaL                                  doSeS
□ BLack LoTuS                                 
□ GoLden LoTuS                              
□ GReen LoTuS                                 
□ GRey LoTuS                                  
□ PuRPLe LoTuS                               
□                                                 
□                                                 

MAGICAL AND ALCHIMICAL ITEMS

□ BanE KniFE oF KHoSaTRal KHEl
canceLS any SPeLL caST By khoSaTRaL kheL
aT The coST oF 1 PG o PP, inFLicTS hiM +1d6
daMaGe and PaRaLySed hiM FoR 2d6 RoundS

□ CRySTal Ball
+4 To viSionS SPeLL

□ CRySTal Ball oF SpEECH and viSion
aS PReViouS one, BuT iT LeT you SPeak wiTh
oTheR cRySTaL BaLLS (1 PP/MinuTe)

□ SilvERy MiRRoR
+2 To viSionS SPeLL

□ SpEllBooKS
+4 To knowLedGe (aRcana) and 2d4 SPeLLS:
                                                           
                                                           
                                                           
                                                           
                                                           
                                                           
                                                           
                                                           
□ STaFF oF dEaTH

+1 To aTTack RoLL and deLiVeRS Touch SPeLLS

□                                                         

BACKGROUND OR SOCIERY

                                                       
MASTER

                                                       
APPRENTICES

                                                       
                                                       

MINOR PACT / FAMILIAR

                                                       
MAJOR PACT / MASTER

                                                       
OBSESSED WITH...
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PHYSICALS SIGNS OF CORRUPTION

□ aRMS a LiTTLe LonGeR, STooPS SLiGhLTy 1 □ aPeLike GaiT, +10 cLiMB y +5 SPeed when RunS on aLL FouRS
□ Skin PaSTe and PaLe 2 □ Skin GLowS FainTLy, -4 hide unLeSS FuLL Body coVeRed
□ cySTS FoRM on The chaRacTeR’S TeMPLeS 3 □ hoRnS, naTuRaL GoRe aTTack deaLinG 1d6 + STR daMaGe
□ FinGeRnaiLSBLack and SweLL uP 4 □ cLawS, naTuRaL unaRMed aTTack deaLinG 1d6 + STR daMaGe
□ TeeTh enLonGaTed and ShaRPLy TaPeRinG 5 □ GReaT FanGS, naTuRaL BiTe aTTack deaLinG 1d6 + STR daMaGe
□ exceSS weiGhT 6 □ Body BLoaTed and SwoLLen, +1d6 hP BuT -1 To aLL dex BaSed checkS
□ exTReMeLy Thin 7 □ BaReLy a Skin-coVeRed SkeLeTon, +2 dex BuT -2 STR
□ head coVeRed in BRuiSeS and LuMPS 8 □ SkuLL cRackS oPened, head Twice BiGGeR; +2 inT BuT -2 con
□ FiSh-Like oR SeRPenTine ScaLeS on BeLLy 9 □ FLeSh coLouRed ScaLeS coVeRinG Body, naTuRaL daMaGe ReducTion +1
□ eyeS SwoLLen and BLoodShoT 10 □ Red GLowinG eyeS, daRkSiVion ouT To 30 FeeT (oR +30 iF aLReady had)

co
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+corruption 7-9
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MORALE BONUS
ENEMIESKILED IN THE
PREVIOUSROUND

MORALEBONUS
(ATTACK AND MAGIC
ATTACK THROWS)

1 +1

2-4 +2

5-9 +3

10-19 +4

20-49 +5

50-99 +6

100-199 +7

200-499 +8

500-999 +9

1000+ +10

POWER RITUALS (PP/HOUR)

NUMBER OF

CELEBRANTS

AVERAGE CHECK RESULT

-10 10 TO 14 15 TO 19 20 TO 24 25+

10 TO 19 0 1 2 3 6

20 TO 49 0 2 4 6 8

50 TO 99 0 3 6 9 12

100+ 0 4 8 12 16

SACRIFICES AND ENERGY DRAINS

SACRIFICE HP FORPP

aniMaL 16 hP / 1PP

SacRed aniMaL 8 hP / 1PP

oRdinaRy PeRSon 8 hP / 1PP

ViRGin SacRiFice 4 hP / 1PP

RiTuaLLy PRePaRed
ViRGin SacRiFice

3 hP / 1PP

PeRFecT oFFeRinG 2 hP / 1PP

RiTuaL PeRFecT
oFFeRinG

1 hP / 1PP

RUNAWAY MAGIC
01-10 MINOR BURNOUT!
LoSeS 1d4 PP; iF They dRoP BeLow 0, SoR-
ceReR’S hP dRoP To 0 and LoSeS 1d6 wiS.
11-18 MAJOR BURNOUT!
LoSeS 2d6 PP; iF They dRoP BeLow 0, SoRceReR’S
hP dRoP To 0 and LoSeS 1d8 wiS and chaR.
19-24 MINOR SORCEROUS IMPLOSION!
PP dRoPS To 0 and SuFFeRS 10d6 daMaGe.
25-28 MAJOR SORCEROUS IMPLOSION!
PP dRoPS To 0 and SuFFeRS 15d6 daMaGe.
29-30 ROCK THE UNIVERSE!
ToTaL deVaSTaTion in 1d6 MiLeS in RadiuS,
20d6 daMaGe To eVeRyone in The aRea.
31+ FATE WORSE THAN DEATH!
aS PReViouS, BuT SoRceReR iS daMned FoR
whoLe eTeRniTy.

EFFECTS OF CORRUPTION
1-2 niGhTMaReS, dRinkinG PRoBLeM oR TaSTe FoR
LoTuS-deRiVed dRuG

3-4 ThinkS iT’S BeTTeR To woRkShiP deMonS oR
eViL GodS, diFFicuLT To keeP a code oF honouR

5-6 doeSn’T caRe aBouT FeeLinGS and own code
oF honoR. he can add hiS coRRuPTion ScoRe aS
BonuS To chaRiSMa BaSed SkiLLS checkS

7-9 nexT LeVeL ShouLd Gain a SchoLaR LeVeL and
wiLL TRy To Make a PacT wiTh deMonic enTiTieS.
GainS a PhySicaL SiGn oF coRRuPTion each LeVeL
FRoM 7.

10+ iF STiLL haVen’T done a deMonic PacT, he iS
PoSSeSed By a deMonic BeinG. he GainS a MaJoR
PyhiSicaL SiGn oF coRRuPTion.

BONUS TO WAR OF SOULS

□ +2 FoR kwowdGLe oF EnTRanCE SPeLL

□ +2 FoR knowLedGe oF an adVanced
SPeLL FRoM HypnoTiSM SchooL
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